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ABSTRACT

In the archaeological fields has been essential to compare and in-
terchange information and results of the material under study. That has
been the case for radio carbon dating and consecuently for many years
the same samples were measured around the world in different laborato-
ries, resulting in the standarization and better understanding of the _
Obtained data. The same philosophy is now applied in the field of ther-
moluminiscence (TL) for dating of ceramic material.

This paper describes TL results using two different instrumentations
for the sarne archaeologycal ceramic sample:

1) Model 2000, Harshaw TL Analyser.
2) TL-reader located at the Research Laboratory at the British

Museum.
Although, results agreement in the total archaeologycal dose deter-

mination for the ceramic material under study is 6.8\, there are propos-
ed in this paper sorne changes in the corranercial instrumentation to improvc
TL sensibi 1ity and general working condi tion.

1. INfROIXJCTICN

1L dating technique makes use of the fact that crystalline mate-
rials have the property to store energy from radiations endtted by ra-
diactive substance and cosmic radiati~n. "Part of this stored energy
in the fonn of light can be emitted when the material is heated to a -
temperature below that at which black body radiation would occur,,(l).

* Work supported by the INEN, Mexico.
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The TL phenomenon can be described in terms oí electron (or hole) -
traps and luminiscent centers located at defects in the crystal lattice.
Radiation exposure of the crystalline rnaterials produce free electrons
and hales that aTe eventually captured by traps and centers instead of
recorrbining.

Traps as their name suggest have the ability to retain electrons -
and releases them when the proper energy is provided.

On escape the electron may reach a luminiscent center and give rise
to ernrrssion oí a photon with a characteristic wave lenght of the center(2).

The glow curve is knownas the pIa! of light emission V5. tempera--
tUTe and the area below the glow curve at a given heating Tate is propor-
tiarral to the absorbed dose of ionizatían radiatían.

The faet that the sto red energy in the crystal is drained when heat-
ed at the proper temperature, means that such and event will erase pre~
vious energy absorbed and only energy stored since last date of such heat-
ing can be recorded(1,2).

The time passed since last baked of the material is determined in
principIe using the relation:

Age (years) E D (1)
k D + Da + Dy + D

a c

where ED total emitted TL (2)TL per rad oí beta radiation

and k TL per rad oí alpha radiation (3)TL per rad of beta radiation

Da and Da are the annual dose received by the sample, made up oí
contributions derived from natural radioactive isotopes, principally --
U-238, Th-232 and K-40 present alrnost always in natural materials(3) ,
see figure 1.

D is the externa1 annua1 dose contribution from radiactive environ-
yrent surrotmding the sample and Dc is the annual dose contribution due to

the cosmic radiation.
To compare different instrumentations and resu1ts of the very sarne

ceramic samp1e, it is sufficient to get va1ues of ED, that is dose which
given to the sample using a known strenght beta or gamma radiation source
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for a neasured ti.rre, produce a TL light output similar to the one acquir-
ed for the sample oyer the archaeologycal time.

Therefore, in this paper, the yalues of ED for the sample tmder study
are detennined.
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2. TL - READERS

1) Comnercial Harshawserie 2000 equiprent, that basically consist
of two blocks:

a) the heating and b) the detection systems. For full description
see references(4,S).

2) Apparatus located at the Research Laboratory at the British Mu-
seum that consists oí an oven in which the sample is heated and a light
detector for mcasuring the emdtted TL(6,7,8).

Figure 2 describes the block diagrams of the two TL apparatus.
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Fig. 2a. Commercial TL - reader located at the Physics Intitute, UNAM.
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3. RADIOACflVE SOORCES

Irradiation oí the ceramic materials was perfonred with the follow-
ing radioactive sources:

SoWtce A: 60Co

SoWtce B: 90Sr
SOWtc.e c: 90Sr

120.92 rads/min., located at the Unidad de Oncología,
Hospital General, Secretaría de Salubridad y Asistencia.
12.5 rads/sec., located at the Instituto de Física, UNAM.
72.5 rads/min., loeated at the Research Laboratory Bri-
tish MuselDll, London, England.

The schematic views oí these devices are shown in figure 3, 4 and S.
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Fig. 3. Radioactive source "A"
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4. CALIBRATION OF RADlOACflVE SOJRCE "B"

Calibration of the 90Sr radiation source describes aboye as source
B, was carry out using TLD-100 and TLD-700 dosimeters(9), irradiated with
the calibrated radioactive sources A and B in electronic equilibrium con-
dition and readed out in a commerciaI TL reader;(10) correspondant results
are presented in figure 6.

Figure 7 shows that correction due to thermoluminiscent decay or
the elapsed time between irradiation and reading oí the dosimeter it is
not necessary, if the TL reading is made in the interval oí 160°C and
240'C, the reason for that being the half-lives(ll) of the associated
luminiscence centers, see figure 8.
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Fig. 6. Calibration of source "B"
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5 .CERAMI e SAMPLES

Sample was kindly supplied by the Instituto de Investigaciones An.
tropológicas de la UNAM, under the name of TU2TLAN, excavated at Aquiles
Serdan and Al tamira located at Oliapas State J ~xico.

Ó. EQUIVALEN!' OOSE DETERMlNATIOO (ED)

The quartz inclusion method established by Fleming and others(12)
was the procedure follow in this work: Consist in i501ating the 90-106].ll11
fraction from the crushed sample by sieving and etching with 40% of hy-
drofluoric acid far 4S minutes; washed; dried and divided in aliquot por-
tion5 fer the following TL neasurenents:

i) Determination of the natural TL induced by the radioactive ele-
rnents contained in the ceramic material.

ii) Detennination oí equivalent close, using the "additive" proce-
dur~that consist on irradiation oí the natural sample with additional
known doses, i.e., natural TL plus TL(Di); where Di is the additional
known radiation dose.

iii) Determination of the supralinearily (1) of the sample due to
transparency change ar mineralogical alterations produced by heating oí
the sample or other effects(13). This determination is made by anneal-
ing the sample at 500°C and subsequent supply of radiation dose.

7. RESULTS

Sample TU2TLAN
The glow curves for natural TL and natural TL + TL induced by lab-

oratory radiation correspondent to points i) and ii) are shown in fig-
ure 9, and the plateau test of TL storage stability over archaeological
times is presented in figure 10; in which it is plotted N +N

B
_ N

against temperature. N is TL natural and B is natural TL + TL induced.
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From figure 10 any va1ue in the p1ateau region can be se1ected,
being 300.C the mosen va1ue. TL output correspondent to this tempera-
ture in the glow curve set oí figure 9, is plotted against radiation dase
in figure 11, a110ws to determine va1ue of EX = 396 rads by extrapo11a-
tion.

lL
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Fig. 11. Determination oí ED = 396 rads.

The va1ue of supra1ineari1y (1) in the initia1 region of radiation
response is obtained by replotting of the growth curve aíter drainage of
the natural TL; the va1ue of 1 = 150 rads is thus obtained; see figure
12 and 13.
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Ir. TL-ReadVL, JtueMch laboJuU:OJty, BJt.U<.I,h Mu.6eum (B.M. )

Sample 1UZTLAN
The glow curves set of natural TL + Di obtained in the B.M. figu-

re 14; the plateau test figure 15; ED determination figure 16; glow cur-
ves of annealed sample plus induce dese figure 17; and supralinearity
value 1 figure 18, are presented.
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Fig. 14. Glow curves far TUZTLAN sample irradiated
with source tiC" and readed at the Research Labora-
tory at the British Museum.
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Fig. 17. Glow curves of annealed sample + Di
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Fig. 18. Supralinearity determination of 1 = 124.9 rada
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8. a:MPARATIVE RESULTS

The values for ED and I for TIJZTLAN sample obtained in the eonmer-
cía! reader and the TL-reader of the E.M. are presented in table 1.

T A B L E I

Equivalent dose (ED)
Supralinearity (1)

Total archaeological dose

TL-ConTrercial
reader

396 rOOs
1SO rads

546 rads

TL-reader
B.M.

396 rads
124 rads

510 rads

9. <XlNCLUSIONS

Although result agreernent is 6.8t; to improve substantially the sen-
sibili ty and the response of the conmercial reader for TL-dating, it is
neeessary to make the following proposed changes:

a) PMT - C31000Mi RCA
or
PMT - 9635QB EMI

b) Linear-direet light transmission of the TL-signal instead of mi-
rrDW refleetion rnethod. (See figures 2a and 2b).

e) Olange of optieal filter with transmission of 320 to 680 nm and
700 to 1000 nm for a Corning blue filter number 7-51 with trans-
mission of 290 to 420 nro.
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